We show that there is a sequence of subsets of each discrete Heisenberg group for which the non-singular ergodic theorem holds. The sequence depends only on the group; it works for any of its non-singular actions. To do this we use a metric which was recently shown by Le Donne and Rigot to have the Besicovitch covering property and then apply an adaptation of Hochman's proof of the multiparameter non-singular ergodic theorem. An exposition of how one proves non-singular ergodic theorems of this type is also included, along with a new proof for one of the key steps.
Introduction
One of the fundamental problems in ergodic theory is to establish when an average of a function over an orbit in a dynamical system -the time average -agrees with its average over the whole space. Birkhoff's pointwise ergodic theorem states that this is the case when the dynamics are described by repeated applications of a transformation to a finite measure space, so long as the mass of each set is preserved. This theorem serves as a foundation for the class of pointwise ergodic theorems, each of which modifies or generalises this Birkhoff's result. The main result of this paper sits between two such generalisations.
The first extends the notion of time. In Birkhoff's theorem time is discrete, with a fixed map describing where each point in the space will be after each unit time step. In particular, if this map is invertible it induces an action of the integers on the underlying space. One can change the notion of time by considering actions of groups other than the integers, such as the reals inducing continous time. In this paper we start by considering the action of a countable group G which will eventually be taken to be the discrete Heisenberg group.
The second generalisation weakens the assumption that the dynamics preserve the mass of all sets. Instead we only assume that the action is non-singular, i.e. only that mass of the null sets (those without mass) are preserved. This means that sets with positive mass can have their mass changed by the dynamics, but will not lose their mass entirely. The cost for this weakening is that time average must be weighted differently, in particular by Radon-Nikodým derivatives.
More precisely, we take G to be a countable group with a non-singular and ergodic action on a standard probability space (X, B, µ). Each g ∈ G then induces a non-singular map on X which we also denote by g. The measures µ and µ • g are equivalent and so the Radon-Nikodým derivatives
are well defined and strictly positive almost everywhere. For f ∈ L 1 and g ∈ G we let gf (x) = f (gx)ω g (x) for each x ∈ X.
Given such an action and a sequence e ∈ B 1 ⊆ B 2 ⊆ ... of finite subsets of G, which we refer to as a summing sequence, we say that the (pointwise) ergodic theorem is satisfied for the sequence (B k ) if for every integrable function f , we have The main theorem of this paper is the following. Theorem 1.1 There is a metric d on the discrete Heisenberg group H n = H n (Z) for which the ergodic theorem is satisfied with B k = {p ∈ H n : d(p, 0) ≤ k}.
See section 3.1 for the precise definition of the metric d. We expect that similar techniques can be used to show that the corresponding result holds for the continuous Heisenberg group H n .
Background
The ergodic theorem was extended separately in both of the contexts mentioned earlier.
In 1944 Hurewicz proved the non-singular version of Birkhoff's theorem [Hur44] , that with G = Z and B k = {1, ..., k}, is satisfied so long as the action is conservative. The case of measure preserving actions of amenable groups was resolved far more recently by Lindenstrauss [Lin01] who proved that the theorem is satisfied whenever (B k ) is a tempered Følner sequence. A short inductive proof, given in [Lin01] , shows that every Følner sequence has a tempered subsequence. It therefore follows that every measure preserving action of an amenable group has a summing sequence for which the ergodic theorem holds.
Knowing these results, it is natural to ask whether given a non-singular and ergodic action of an amenable group there exists a summing sequence for which the ergodic theorem holds. In contrast with the case of integer actions, there is not a direct analogue to Lindenstrauss's result for non-singular actions; we cite work providing a counterexample below. However, there have been extensions to actions of Z n .
In his paper [Fel07] Feldman used an elegant method to show that the ergodic theorem holds when the summing sets B k are taken to be the balls {u ∈ Z n : u ≤ k}, where · is the sup-norm, so long as the standard generators e 1 , ..., e n of Z n act conservatively on X. Shortly after, Hochman [Hoc10] used a different approach to remove this additional assumption and allow · to be any norm on R n -under the relatively light assumption that the action is free. In recent work with Anthony Dooley [DJ16] , the author showed that the balls of norms can be replaced with rectangles which are symmetric around the origin with side lengths growing at arbitrarily quick and distinct rates.
There are also examples for which the ergodic theorem fails. In [Hoc13] , Hochman shows that for G = Z ∞ = ∞ n=1 Z and any choice of summing sequence there is an infinite measure preserving action of Z ∞ for which the ratio ergodic theorem fails (in fact, the ratio is shown to diverge). By transferring to an equivalent probability measure, and recalling that under our assumptions the ratio ergodic theorem is a consequence of the ergodic theorem, it follows that the ergodic theorem fails for some action of Z ∞ regardless of the choice of summing sequence. In the same paper it is also shown that if G is taken to be the discrete Heisenberg group and B k = B k , where B is the collection of standard generators of G, then the ratio ergodic theorem fails in a similar way for every subsequence of (B k ).
The key obstacle to the validity of the ergodic theorem cited in [Hoc13] is the failure of the sequence (B k ) to satisfy the Besicovitch covering property (BCP), see definition 2.9. In the case of the Heisenberg group this property does not just fail for the sequence (B k ), as described above, it also fails for the integer balls of the Korányi distance and the Carnot-Carathéodory metric (see [Rig04, SW92] ). These are two of the natural distances on the Heisenberg group.
However, in soon to be published work, Le Donne and Rigot [LR14] have show that there is a class of homogeneous metrics on the Heisenberg group which do satisfy the BCP. We recall the definition of one of these metrics in section 3.1 and will take it to be the metric d in theorem 1.1. Though the same techniques should work for any metric in the class identified in [LR14] we treat just one for notational simplicity. Knowing that d satisfies the BCP allows us to employ a framework to prove Theorem 1.1 developed from the one employed by Hochman in his study of Z n .
The question underlying this and similar work is: given G can we find a summing sequence (B k ) for which the non-singular ergodic theorem holds regardless of the action?
Hochman's work with Z ∞ means that the generality achieved by Lindenstrauss cannot replicated for non-singular actions, even in the context of abelian groups. The class of groups with for which the answer is yes is strictly smaller. On the other hand, it includes Z n and H n both of which are 'finite dimensional' unlike Z ∞ . These groups have various useful geometrical properties (see section 2), many of which are inherited from either R n or the continous Heisenberg group H n . As such, it would be interesting to know whether a similar result may hold with G = Q n or, more generally, countable abelian groups of finite rank.
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Paper layout
In section 2 we identify a small collection of geometrical properties on a group metric space which suffice to prove a non-singular ergodic theorem when (B k ) is its sequence of integer balls, and then give a relatively self-contained exposition of how one does this.
This includes a new proof of the main technical result from [Hoc10] .
In section 3 we show that the discrete Heisenberg group satisfies each of these properties, and hence deduce Theorem 1.1. Most of the work in this section will go into showing that the Heisenberg group equipped with the specified metric satisfies a condition based on the finite coarse dimension property used in [Hoc10] .
A method for proving non-singular ergodic theorems
In this section we give a fairly self-contained exposition of a method for proving nonsingular ergodic theorems when G can equipped with right invariant metric d with "good" geometrical properties. This method follows the standard approach; we first show that there is a dense subset of L 1 on which the ergodic theorem holds and then extend to the whole of L 1 by using a maximal inequality. The geometry plays a central role both in the proof of the existence of such a dense set and of the maximal inequality. The summing sequence used will be the sequence of closed integer balls about the identity, i.e. the sets
We require each of these sets to be finite.
We draw on the ideas of [Aar97] and [Fel07] which give elegant expositions of aspects of the method. The approach to the part specialised to this setting is based on that in [Hoc10] , and in particular we provide a new proof of the main technical result in that paper.
Construction of the dense subset
The candidate for the dense subset of L 1 for which the ergodic theorem holds is
To see that S is dense in L 1 first recall that L ∞ (µ) can be identified with the dual of L 1 (µ) and observe that S is a linear subspace of L 1 (µ). If S is not dense we can apply the Hahn-Banach theorem to construct an f ∈ L ∞ (µ) \ {0} for which sf dµ = 0 for all s ∈ S. It follows that it is enough to show that every f ∈ L ∞ (µ) such that sf dµ = 0 for all s ∈ S satisfies f = 0 a.e. . With this in mind, let us fix such an f . By considering the case c = 0 we have
for all σ ∈ G, so by the ergodicity of the action f is constant a.e. . It is easy to see this constant must be 0, as required.
Since the integral of any c + h −σh ∈ S is just c and
which we will call the non-singular Følner condition (nsFC). The proof of (nsFC) will be the focus for the rest of this section, and the approach we will use is developed from the one in [Hoc10] .
In fact, this will follow largely from the metric structure we impose on the space so let us take (M, d) to be a metric space and make some definitions.
For r > 0 and x ∈ M we let B r (x) = {y ∈ X : d(x, y) ≤ r}, the closed ball of radius r about x, and we assume each such ball carries the information about its centre and radius along with it. Let V be a collection of balls in M , we let rmax V and rmin V denote the maximum and minimum radii, respectively, of the balls in V. We say the collection V is well-separated if the distance between each of the balls in V is at least rmin V. Given a finite set E ⊂ X a carpet over E is a collection of balls U = {B r(x) (x) : x ∈ E} centred in E. A stack (of height p) over E is a sequence of carpets U 1 , ..., U p over E. The first geometrical property we will require of the group metric space is the following.
Definition 2.1 (M, d) is well-separable if there exists χ ∈ N such that for every finite set E ⊂ M and every carpet U over E there is a subcollection V of U which covers E and which can be partitioned into χ well-separated subcollections.
The motivation for this definition is that we immediately get the following statement, essentially by the pigeonhole principle.
Lemma 2.2 Suppose that (M, d) is well-separable with constant χ and assume there is a given finite measure ν supported in a set E. Then given any carpet U there is wellseparated subset of U which covers a set of mass ≥ (1/χ)ν(E).
Now we define a concept of boundary which is in general distinct from the one given in [Hoc10] , but which coincide in the context of that paper. Essentially the same definition is also used in [DJ16] . Let (M,d) be a metric space such that M ⊆M and d =d| M , and we
) is a restriction of (M,d) when this occurs.
In this situation we then define the t-boundary ∂ t B r (x) (with respect toM ), where t ≥ 0, of a ball B r (x) in M by
whereB r (x) = {y ∈M :d(x, y) ≤ r} and ∂B r (x) = {y ∈M :d(x, y) = r}. We also assume that spheres ∂B r (x) retain the information about their centre and radius. The intention is thatM will be to M what R n is to Z n .
For ease, when (M,d) extends (M, d) and we refer to points or sets being a given distance apart, this means in the metricd. Clearly this is a lower bound for the d-distance apart.
Given a collection V of balls in M with extensionM we let ∂V = {∂B r (x) : B r (x) ∈ V}, a collection of spheres inM . We also call the collection ∂V well-separated if the distance between each of the spheres in ∂V is at least rmin V. The distinction here to the case of balls is that some spheres in ∂V may lie inside the balls corresponding to distict spheres in V.
We can now prove the following crucial lemma. (1) ν is a finite measure on M ,
.., U p is a stack over F with rmin U i > 2 rmax U i−1 and rmin U 1 > 2t, and
then there is some integer k ≥ 2 and a subcollection V ⊆ i≥k U i such that (i) ∂V is well-separated and
Proof. We follow [Hoc10] . Wlog ν(M ) = 1. We work up recursively from l = 0 and in stage l we produce a collection V ⊆ i>p−l U i with ∂V well-separated and
where r(l) = rmax U p−l .
For l = 0 take V = ∅. Assume we have completed stage l. If
then take k = p − l + 1 and we are done. Otherwise let E = F \ B∈V ∂ 2r(l) B and note that
By the previous lemma we may choose a well-separated subcollection of balls U ′ ⊆ U p−l with ν (U ′ ) > δ 2χ . As 2t < r(l) it follows from (4) that
The centres of each B ∈ U ′ are strictly more than 2 r(l) > 4 r(l + 1) from each element of ∂V. Firstly this ensures ∂V ∪ ∂U ′ is well-separated. Secondly it means that
and so we can complete the recursive step by adding U ′ to V.
The process must terminate by stage l = p − 1, ensuring k ≥ 2. If it does not then we can complete stage p − 1. Then, as above, we see that
The reason Lemma 2.3 is crucial is that we are going to repeatedly apply it to produce a series of collections of thickened boundaries, each containing a not insignificant portion of a finite set F , and then seek to apply the following property.
We say (M, d) has finite intersection dimension (with respect toM ) if there is a positive integer κ and an R > 1 such that given
In this case, we say that (M, d) has intersection dimension κ at scale R.
Note that if (M,d) has intersection dimension κ at scale R with respect to (M,d) then so too do all its restrictions.
It is important to note here that the intersection dimension of a space is a minor reformulation of the coarse dimension defined by Hochman in [Hoc10] , and uses a different notion of boundary. The two quantities are in fact the same in that paper's setting. The reason for using the name 'intersection dimension' is simply to avoid potential confusion with another quantity called the coarse dimension, used in coarse geometry, as it is not clear there is a connection between the two.
We can now give a new proof of Theorem 4.4 in [Hoc10] , with a slight improvement in the bound for the height of the stack required.
Theorem 2.5 Let (M, d) be well separable with constant χ and have intersection dimension κ ∈ N 0 at scales R > 1 with respect to an extension (M,d). Let 0 < ǫ, δ < 1. Then the following holds for some positive integer q ≤ κ
The idea behind this proof is to first apply Lemma 2.3 to find a collection of (thickened) spheres containing at least half the mass of F . We will then do this again with the portion of F inside the first collection of spheres to produce a second collection (with centres inside spheres from the previous one) that contains at least a quarter of the mass in F . We will continue in this fashion until we have κ such collections, with the last containing at least 2 −κ of a mass of F . By taking care to control the radii of the spheres at each stage we will ensure that any point in this portion of F must lie in a sequence of κ thickened spheres satisfying the definition of the intersection dimension, forcing a contradiction since the intersection of any such sequence must be empty.
More precisely, we construct a sequence of sets F = F 0 ⊃ F 1 ⊃ ... ⊃ F κ and select positive integers n 1 , ..., n κ such that 1 ≤ n i ≤ p i−1 − 1 where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ κ we have
with V i being a subcollection of balls centred in
and for which ∂V i is well-separated. Here N i = i j=1 n j (1 + q j ) and t(i) = 2 rmax U N i . Note that our assumptions ensure that
How the sequences force a contradiction:
From these conditions we are able to deduce that
and so in particular F κ is non-empty.
By definition of F κ there exist x 1 , ..., x κ and r(1), ..., r(κ) such that each x i ∈ F i−1 and
Since the collection ∂V i is well-separated its elements are a distance at least
apart, where we have applied properties (a) and (b). Since x j lies within distance t(i) of some element of ∂V i (which is well separated) this inequality means the ball of radius t(j)+rmax U N j−1 +q j−1 about x j can intersect at most one of the thickened spheres {∂ t(i) B :
we see that this sphere is ∂ t(i) B r(i) (x i ) and hence x j ∈ ∂ t(i) B r(i) (x i ). Next note that given
and by recursion
This means that the x i , r(i) and t(i) satisfy the conditions in the definition of the intersection dimension and so
Constructing the sequences:
All that remains is to show such collections V i and integers n i exist, and for this we will use Lemma 2.3. Given these up to a certain 0 ≤ i ≤ κ − 1 we produce the i + 1 set as follows: consider the stack U N i +1 , ..., U N i +q i over F . This can clearly be restricted
over F i by simply taking the balls with centres in F i , and it inherits all the radii growth conditions from the original stack. In particular, we may apply
j=1 to find 1 ≤ n ≤ p i − 1 and find a subcollection V ⊆ n+1≤j≤p i U N i +j(1+q i+1 ) for which (if we take n i+1 = n)
. By noting the range of j, we see that V consists of balls from the stack U N i+1 +q i+1 +1 , ..., U N i +q i , and so we may take V i+1 = V.
Proving the bound on q:
To get the bound on q observe that
which completes the proof.
With this result in hand we are now ready to show that
under a further assumption on the metric structure.
We say that a metric space (M, d) is voidless if for all x ∈ M and r > 0, every closed
In particular, note that if a metric space is such that every closed ball is path connected then the intermediate value theorem ensures it is voidless.
Lemma 2.6 Let (G, d) be a group metric space and suppose that there is a voidless right invariant group metric space (G,d) for which G ≤G and (G,d) extends (G, d). Then for any closed ball B ⊂ G and σ ∈ G we have B△σB ⊆ ∂ t B where t = d(σ, 0).
g ∈ ∂ t B, thend(g, ∂B) > t (hereB denotes the ball inG with the same centre and radius as B). HenceB t (g) does not intersect ∂B. SinceG is voidless it follows that either
and so either g ∈ B ∩ σB or g ∈ B ∪ σB, i.e. g ∈ ∂ t B implies g ∈ B△σB.
So, under the conditions of the lemma given σ it is enough for us to prove that
Definition 2.7 Given a sequence e ∈ B 1 ⊂ B 2 ⊂ ... of finite subsets of a countable group G we say that it has the multiplicative doubling property (MDP) if there exists constants
Theorem 2.8 Let (G, d) be a countable group metric space which acts non-singularly on the probability space (X, µ), is well separable and such that the sequence of integer balls (B k ) has the MDP. Suppose that there is a right invariant group metric space (G,d) for
Proof. Here we return to the standard approach laid out in [Hoc10] . Let χ be the constant of well separability, the intersection dimension be κ at scales R and D be the multiplicative doubling constant.
Suppose for a contradiction that for some ǫ > 0 lim sup
on some set A 0 with positive measure, where
Now we construct a sequence of integers r 
If we fix x ∈ X then we may define a measure ν = ν x,k on B 2 k = B k B k by ν(E) = g∈E ω g (x). Note that since B 2 k is contained by G we are able to take it as M in Theorem 2.5 (it inherits well-separability and the finite intersection dimension properties from G).
In addition for almost every such x the measure ν is finite, since B 2 k is, so it will suffice for us to consider only these x. Let F = {g ∈ B k : gx ∈ A}, so that
We can construct a stack over F as follows. If h ∈ F then hx ∈ A and so for each
Note that as B r (g) = B r g, h ∈ B k , m ≤ r + q , and
. It follows that given 1 ≤ i ≤ q we can let U i = {B m(i,h) (h) : h ∈ F }, and this stack satisfies all the requirements of Theorem 2.5.
Applying the theorem it follows that ν(F ) ≤ δν(B 2 k ) for a.e. x ∈ X and we may apply the multiplicative doubling condition to see that
Since δ > 0 was arbitrary, we are done.
The maximal inequality
In this section we follow the exposition given in [Fel07] to prove the maximal inequality. For the interested reader, [Fel07] also gives a concise account of the various authors who contributed to the approach.
A geometrical assumption thought to be essential to the maximal inequality, see [Hoc10] , is the Besicovitch covering property.
Definition 2.9 A metric space (M, d) has the Besicovitch covering property (BCP) if there is a constant C > 0 such that for any finite set E ⊂ X and any carpet U over E we have a subcollection V ⊆ U for which
In this situation we say (M, d) has the BCP with constant C. A carpet satisfying the second inequality above is said to have multiplicity C.
This property plays a crucial role in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10 Let G be a countable group and (G, d) be a right invariant metric space which satisfies the BCP with constant C. For each function a ∈ l 1 (G) and k ∈ N let
Proof. Let E ⊂ G be finite and consider that for each h ∈ E ∩ H there is a 1 ≤ m(h) ≤ k for which h ∈ H (m(h)) . The collection of balls B m(h) (h) = B m(h) h with h ∈ E ∩H describes a carpet over E ∩ H and hence by the BCP we can find a set F ⊂ E ∩ H for which
It follows that
and as E was arbitrary the result follows.
Lemma 2.10 combines with the multiplicative doubling property to give the maximal inequality.
Theorem 2.11 (The maximal inequality) Let G be a countable group and (G, d) be a right invariant metric space which has the BCP with constant C and suppose the sequence of integer balls (B k ) has the MDP with constant D. Then for any f ∈ L 1 and ǫ > 0
Proof. For convenience let
Fix K ∈ N large enough to employ the MDP, it is enough to show that
We consider f ≥ 0 without loss of generality. Now we fix a typical x ∈ X and seek to apply Lemma 2.10 with a x (h) = 1 B 2
Observe that if h ∈ B k then since ω gh (x) = ω g (hx)ω h (x) a.e.
and similarly
g∈B kĝ 1(hx).
In particular, for almost every x ∈ X we have
Let Y = {x ∈ X : max 1≤k≤K F k (x) > ǫ} and H x = H K (a x , b x ) from Lemma 2.10. Then gx ∈ Y if and only if g ∈ H x , and hence
The result then follows from the multiplicative doubling condition.
Completion of the proof
We are now able to prove the ergodic theorem.
Theorem 2.12 (The ergodic theorem) Let G be a countable group, equipped with a metric d, which has an ergodic non-singular action on the standard probability space (X, µ).
Suppose that:
(ii) the sequence of integer balls (B k ) has the multiplicative doubling property, (iii) there is a voidless right invariant group metric space (G,d) for which G ≤G and Proof. Let C and D be the Besicovitch and doubling constants. We have already seen that the set
must occur if
This latter condition follows from first using (iii) to apply Lemma 2.6 and then using (i),
(ii) and (iv) to apply Theorem 2.8 with t = d(0, σ). 
An ergodic theorem for H n -actions
In this part we will show that the ergodic theorem holds for the discrete Heisenberg group by checking it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.12 when equipped with the metric used by Le Donne and Rigot in [LR14] . In the paper they showed the metric d, defined below, has the Besicovitch covering property. Therefore it is sufficient for us to address properties (i)-(iv) in the theorem.
Setup
We shall define the n-dimensional continuous Heisenberg group, H n , as follows. As a set take H n = C n × R and equip it with the multiplication given by
where z, w ∈ C n , τ, σ ∈ R and the inner product is the standard one on C n , given by z, w = n j=1 z j w j . This is essentially the same realisation as that used by Le Donne and Rigot in [LR14] except we are using complex coordinates.
The n-dimensional discrete Heisenberg group H n is the discrete subgroup generated by the elements of the form (e j , 0) or (ie j , 0) where e j is a standard basis vector of R n . As a set
Re z, Im z + Z}.
We will be taking G = H n andG = H n in Theorem 2.12.
For each λ > 0 there is a dilation map δ λ : H n → H n given by
To describe the range of the sums in the ergodic theorem we will be using the balls of the metric given by
where B eucl denotes the closed euclidean unit ball on C n × R. This is the right invariant version of the metric given in [LR14] with α = 1. It is one-homogeneous with respect to the dilation, i.e. for all λ > 0 and p, q ∈ H n we have d(δ λ p, δ λ q) = λ d(p, q). By considering the case q = 0 and using right invariance it is not difficult to show that for p = (z, τ ) and
where · is the euclidean norm on C n . In particular, taking r = 1 and q = 0 shows that the unit sphere of d is exactly the Euclidean unit sphere, and similarly for the unit ball.
This property is key to many of arguments to follow. It also follows from (3.2) that
This explicit expression can be used show that d is in fact a metric. In addition, as stated in [LR14] , d induces the euclidean topology. d therefore defines a (right) homogeneous distance on H n , i.e. it induces the euclidean topology, is right invariant and one-homogeneous for the dilation.
Observe that we can use the dilations and right invariance to describe any ball in H n , explicitly for each r > 0 and p ∈ H n the closed ball B r (p) = δ r (B eucl )·p. Since the dilation is a linear map and right multiplication by p is an affine map it follows that each ball is convex, in the euclidean sense.
It will be useful for us to note the following. Let R θ be the n × n complex diagonal matrix with R θ (j, j) = e iθ j where θ = (θ j ) n j=1 ∈ R n . Then the maps
are isometries of d.
We will use d to both denote the metric on H n and its restriction to H n .
We are now ready to start checking the conditions of Theorem 2.12 are satisfied. Since d is right invariant and all the balls are euclidean convex (and so are path connected) this setup satisfies property (iii). It has already been mentioned that the central result of [LR14] is that d satisfies the Besicovitch covering property on H n and hence on H n , which covers property (v). Property (ii), the multiplicative doubling property, is a consequence of the following lemma. We will also use this lemma to in the proof that property (iv) holds.
Lemma 3.1 Let (H n , d) be as above and ρ > 0. There exists N (ρ) ∈ N such that there are N open balls of radius ρ/2 centred in B 1 (0) whose union covers B 1 (0). Consequently:
and
(ii) if p 1 , ..., p n ∈ B 1 (0) with n ≥ kN for some k ∈ N then there is a subset I ⊂ {1, ..., n} of size at least k with d(p i , p j ) < ρ for all i, j ∈ I.
Proof. Since the metric d induces the euclidean topology the closed unit ball B 1 (0) = B eucl is compact, and the existence of such an N follows from this compactness. Part (i) is due to the fact that if two points lie in the same ball in the cover then they are < ρ apart, and part (ii) uses this along with the pigeon-hole principle.
In particular, if we let r > 0, p ∈ H n and ρ = 1 in Lemma 3.1 then B r (p) = δ r (B eucl ) · p can be covered by N (1) balls of radius r 2 (simply dilate and translate those used to cover B eucl ). This means exactly that (H n , d) has the metric doubling property. 
Let ν be the right invariant Haar measure on H n and ρ = 2 m−s 2m+r where m ∈ N is taken sufficiently large to ensure ρ ≥ 2 3 . Then by applying Lemma 3.1 (between dilating by (2m + r) −1 and 2m + r) it follows that has finite intersection dimension with respect to (H n , d). These require a bit more work, and are tackled in the next sections. From previous comments it is sufficient to show that (H n , d) is well separable and has finite intersection dimension with respect to itself.
Intersection dimension: the separation lemmas
We start with the intersection dimension. Recall that in order to prove the intersection dimension is κ we must show that given a sequence of points p 1 , ..., p m with m ≥ κ and thickened spheres about those points, with some conditions on the thickenings and radii, the intersection of these thickened spheres is empty. We will prove this in two stages. The first to repeatedly apply the principle that if, by increasing m, we can find a subsequence of arbitrary length with an additional property then we can replace the original sequence with this subsequence. The lemmas in this section will be used to impose these extra properties on the sequence. In the second stage we will use these to show that the resulting sequence of thickened spheres will have empty intersection if it is sufficiently long.
Given p ∈ H n \ {0} letp be its unique dilate inside on the unit sphere, i.e.p = δ 1/λ p where λ = d(p, 0) > 0. We will callp the projection (of p) onto the unit sphere.
The first lemma, below, will be used to show that if radii of the earlier spheres aren't too large compared to later ones, and 0 is in their intersection, then their projections must be a fixed distance apart. This will allow us to assume that each radius is rather small compared to those preceding it. Lemma 3.3 (Large scale separation) Let p, q ∈ H n \ {0} with 0 ∈ ∂ t B r (p) ∩ ∂tBr(q) and q ∈ ∂ t B r (p) where t,t ≥ 1, r ≥r ≥ ttR and R > 1. Given ǫ ∈ (0, 1) such thatr ≥ ǫr there
Proof. The triangle inequality ensures that d(p, q) = r + s ′ and d(p, 0) = r + s for some s, s ′ such that |s|, |s ′ | ≤ t, and d(q, 0) =r +s for somes with |s| ≤t. Therefore
where λ =r +s r+s . Note that
for R sufficiently large, depending on ǫ. Since |1 − λ| 2 ≤ |1 − λ 2 | it follows from (3.3) that
for R sufficiently large. Otherwise if λ > 1 then
again for R large enough.
For the purposes of the remainder of this section it is useful to introduce a coordinate system on H n which exploits the dilations and the fact that the unit sphere of d is the Euclidean unit sphere. It is here that we are directly using properties of (H n , d).
z p ∈ C n and τ p ∈ R with z p 2 + τ 2 p = 1. In addition, using complex coordinates we have ρ(p) = (ρ i (p)) n j=1 ∈ S n , the Euclidean unit sphere, and 
C.
By applying Lemma 3.1 we will be able to assume thatp 1 , ...,p m are close on the unit sphere, and Lemma 3.3 will then allow us to assume that the radius of each sphere is small compared to the previous one. This when we will use the following small scale separation lemmas to narrow down the possible positions ofp 1 , ...,p m relative to one another.
Lemma 3.4 (Small scale separation 1) Given anyτ ∈ (0, 1) there existρ,R,φ,ǭ > 0 for which the following holds. Let p, q ∈ H n \ {0} with q ∈ ∂ t B r (p) and 0 ∈ ∂ t B r (p) ∩ ∂tBr(q)
where t,t ≥ 1 and suppose r ≥r ≥ ttR for some R > 1. Suppose also thatr ≤ ǫr. If R >R, ǫ <ǭ, |τ p | ≤τ and max 1≤i≤n φ i (p, q) <φ then d(p,q) >ρ.
The condition that τ p is bounded away from ±1 is the crucial feature distinguishing this lemma, and its proof, from the similar second small scale separation lemma which follows. This condition ensures that 0 and q, as in the statement, are not too close to the 'poles' of B r (p) where the first order euclidean behaviour (corresponding to z p ) becomes negligible. This means that to prove this lemma we are able to just use the lower order terms to control the size of z q , and hence ensure τ q is large enough forp andq to be separated by an appropriate distanceρ.
Proof. Using the isometries of d, see (3.4), we may assume that τ p ≥ 0 and φ(p) = 0 without loss of generality. Setting φ = φ(q) we therefore have
and of course z p = Re z p .
Our assumptions mean that p = (r + s)z p (r + s) 2 τ p and q = (r +s)z q (r +s) 2 τ q for some s,s with |s| ≤ t and |s| ≤t. Let a = r+s r+s ′ and b =r +s r+s ′ . As d(p, q) = r + s ′ , some |s ′ | ≤ t, using equation (3.2) we know that
where we have used the linearity properties of the inner product. Observe that
and since r ≥r ≥ ttR the rightmost fraction in each of these equalities is O(R −1 ), independent of all other variables, as R → ∞. By recalling that z p 2 + τ 2 p = 1, and similarly with q, we can use this observation to reduce ( †) to
Note that Re z p , z q = n j=1 ρ j (p)ρ j (q) cos φ j and Im z p , z q = n j=1 ρ j (p)ρ j (q) sin φ j , and so if we takeφ small enough to ensure for each j we have
where we have ensured thatǭ andR −1 small enough for 4|Re z p , z q | < 1 −τ 2 . It follows
and so we also takeρ > 0 as the minimum of 1 −τ 2 and this value to complete the proof.
Lemma 3.5 (Small scale separation 2) There existsτ ∈ ( 1 2 , 1) andρ,R,φ,ǭ > 0 for which the following holds. Let p, q ∈ H n \ {0} with q ∈ ∂ t B r (p) and 0 ∈ ∂ t B r (p) ∩ ∂tBr(q) where t,t ≥ 1 and suppose r ≥r ≥ T R for some R > 1 and T ≥ tt.
ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and assume thatr ≤ ǫr. If R >R, ǫ <ǭ, |τ p | ≥τ and max 1≤i≤n φ i (p, q) <φ,
In this lemma we aim for the same conclusion as in the first small scale separation lemma but find an exceptional case. This we deal with later by using a slightly more sophisticated bounding argument.
As remarked above, in the setting of this lemma the first order argument used to prove Lemma 3.4 is not available to us; the argument stalls if z p can be made arbitrarily small. Instead we must make delicate use of the precise shape of B r (p) near the poles.
This results in a somewhat more technical proof where special care must be paid to the thickenings, which in this case are large enough to easily throw off the estimates.
Proof. As before we may assume that τ p ≥ 0 and φ(p) = 0, so z p = Re z p , without loss of generality. Again we set φ = φ(q) so that max 1≤i≤n |φ i | = max 1≤i≤n φ i (p, q) <φ.
To keep track of a large quantity of error terms, we will slightly abuse the big O and little o notations. Throughout we shall write O(x) for any function f : R → R (possibly depending on our variables) for which, by first takingτ sufficiently close to 1, thenǭ sufficiently small andR sufficiently large we can ensure |f (x)| ≤ K|x| for some K > 0 independent of all other variables. Similarly we will write o(x) for any function f (x) for which given any δ > 0, with the same control overǭ,R andτ , we can ensure |f (x)| ≤ δ|x|.
Our approach is to attempt to bound τ q above by some constant C < 1. When successful, it will then suffice to takē
sinceτ can be increased to ensurep is arbitrarily close to (0, 0, 1). We will encounter an exceptional case to account for the 'either'. Firstly, if z q ≥ 1 2 then τ 2 q ≤ 3 4 so we may assume that z q ≤ 1 2 .
Step 1: Perturb p and q to suppress the thickenings
We are now going to introduce some new points which incorporate the errors due to the thickenings; this enables us to keep the errors under sufficient control to be dealt with later. Let η ∈ B t (0) such that d(η −1 , p) = r and q ′ ∈ B t (q) such that d(q ′ , p) = r. Let P = p η and Q = q ′ η. For notational simplicity we let P = (z, τ ) and Q = (w, σ). We can write these variables more explicitly using the coordinates of p, q and η: for some s, s η with |s|, |s η | ≤ t we have
and (using d(q, q ′ ) ≤ t) there are ζ ∈ C n and ζ τ ∈ R such that ζ , |ζ τ | ≤ t for which w = (r +s)z q + ζ + s η z η (3.6) and σ = (r +s) 2 τ q + 1 2 Im (r +s)z q + ζ, (r +s)z q + ζ τ + s
This final expression is somewhat complicated, but by considering the dominantr 2 term and noting t,t ≤ R −1r it becomes clear that
Therefore, to bound τ q above by some C < 1 it will suffice to do so for σ r 2 .
and hence that σ is one of
In principle, as τ = r 2 τ p + o(r 2 ) and τ p ≥τ > 1 2 , τ can be very large. This will cause problems bounding σ if it is ever given by the positive root. However, we have already seen that σ = O(r 2 ), τ = O(r 2 ) and E = o(1) and so if σ were given by the positive root then τ = o(r 2 ), contradicting τ p > 1 2 . Therefore
Step 5: Bound σ in the non-exceptional case and complete the proof By combining the last two steps we see that
which allows us to bound σ in the required fashion unless we have some j ∈ I p for which
r , which is the other option allowed by the statement.
Finite intersection dimension
We can now fit these pieces together to show that property (iv) holds. Proof. We need to show that there exists R > 1 and κ ∈ N such that if we are given 1. t(1), ..., t(κ) ≥ 1, 2. r(1), ..., r(κ) such that each r(i) ≥ t(1)...t(i)R,
Let us assume, by using invariance, that 0 ∈ κ i=1 ∂ t(i) B r(i) (p i ) and show that k must be bounded for R sufficiently large.
The logical structure of the proof is to first apply a number of reductions of the form:
we have a sequence of length κ with a collection of properties P , we show that given κ ′ there is M (κ ′ ) ∈ N such that if κ ≥ M then there is a subsequence of length κ ′ with a property Q in addition to those properties in P . It is then sufficient to show κ ′ is bounded, because if so it follows that κ < M (κ ′ + 1) where κ ′ is maximal with the properties in P and Q holding. We can then relabel and assume our sequence had property Q in the first place. We finish off by using all the gathered properties to show κ is bounded.
Reduction 1:
First we show that we can assume the r(i) are decreasing, essentially as in [Hoc10] .
Let κ ′ ≤ κ and assume that r(i) ≥ r(1) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ κ ′ . By property 3 all these p i lie inside ∂ t(1) B r(1) (p 1 ) ⊂ B 2r(1) (p 1 ), this containment is due to property 2. Property 3 also ensures that for pair i, j with j > i there is a point b ∈ ∂B r(i) (p i ) with d(b, p j ) ≤ t(i), and hence by property 2
Since each p
).
Note that N R decreases as R increases.
Clearly, this argument could be repeated with any chain of κ ′ points satisfying the analogous conditions. Therefore if for some κ ′′ ∈ N we have κ ≥ κ ′′ (N R + 1) then there
. This means it suffices for us to prove the claim with the r(i) assumed to be decreasing.
Reduction 2:
Next we use Lemma 3.1 and the large scale separation lemma, 3.3, to ensure that we can assume thatp 1 , ...,p κ are all within a distance
of one another, here ǫ ∈ (0, 1), and that for all j > i we have r(j) ≤ ǫr(i). Note that ρ(ǫ) decreases as ǫ decreases.
Let κ ′ ≤ κ, again. By Lemma 3.1 part (ii) if κ ≥ κ ′ N (ρ(ǫ)) then we have a subcollection I ⊂ {1, ..., κ} of size at least κ ′ with d(p i ,p j ) < ρ(ǫ) for all i, j ∈ I. By taking R >R(ǫ) from Lemma 3.3, which is assumed to hold from here onwards, the lemma shows that for each pair i, j ∈ I with j < i we have r(j) ≤ ǫr(i). I therefore gives the desired subsequence.
Reduction 3:
Before we do our final reduction, first takeτ as given by Lemma 3.5, and we take this as the input forτ in Lemma 3.4. We can then decrease ǫ so that ǫ and ρ(ǫ) are small enough to apply Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 withǭ = 2ǫ andρ = ρ(ǫ). Similarly we take R large enough for both lemmas to hold.
It should be clear from an application of the pigeonhole principle that given κ ′ by increasing κ we can ensure that there is a subcollection I ⊂ {1, ..., κ} of size κ ′ such that for all i, j ∈ I we have max 1≤l≤n φ l (p i , p j ) <φ, whereφ is small enough for both lemmas to hold. We can therefore assume the whole sequence also has this property.
κ is bounded:
With all this in hand, we can apply Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 to the sequence at will. Let
.., n} as in Lemma 3.5. By assumption for all i = j we have d(p i ,p j ) ≤ρ and so by Lemma 3.4 we must have |τ p i | >τ for all i ≤ κ − 1. By applying this fact along with the same assumption Lemma 3.5 ensures that for each pair i < j ≤ κ there is some number in I(p j ) which is not in I(p i ). In particular, each of the sets I(p 1 ), ..., I(p κ ) ⊆ {1, ..., n} are pairwise distinct, from which it follows that κ ≤ 2 n .
Having completed this proof all that remains is property (i), well-separability.
Well-separability
We begin with a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 3.7 Let p, p ′ ∈ H n and r > 0. Then there exists R > 0, independent of p, p ′ and r, such that if
Proof. First of all, using the dilation and isometries of d we may assume that r = 1/2 and p ′ = 0. Moreover we assume that τ p ≥ 0 and all coefficients z p are non-negative reals.
By right invariance the points in B 1/2 (q) take the form (w + q z , σ + q τ + 1 2 Im w, q z ) where w 2 + 4σ 2 ≤ 1 4 . Therefore, by (3.1), it suffices to show that we can choose R large enough such that given (z p , τ p ) there is q = (q z , q τ ) with q z 2 + q 2 τ ≤ 1 such that w + q z − ρz p Notice that the coefficients of all powers of ρ have bounds independent of all variables. Let C > 0 be strictly greater than the independent bound for the coefficient of ρ 2 and ensure that R > C. Consider the case when z p ≥ 2C ρ > 0, let us take q z = λz p where λ > 0 is chosen so that q z = 1, and hence q τ = 0. Then the coefficient of ρ 3 above satisfies −2Re w + q z , z p + τ p Im w + q z , z p = −2 q z , z p − z p , 2Re w + τ p Im w ≤ z p (−2 + 3 2 ) ≤ − C ρ .
It follows that the polynomial above is bounded above by a quadratic in ρ whose coefficients are independent of all variables, and the leading coefficient of which is negative. Hence we may take R large enough, with the required independence, to ensure that the inequality holds for some appropriate q regardless of the choice of p.
In the case where z p ≤ 2C ρ take q z = 0 and q τ = 1. Then we have the bounds −2Re w + q z , z p + τ p Im w + q z , z p ≤ 3C ρ and w + q z 2 − 2τ p σ + q τ + 1 2 Im w, q z + 1 4 (Im w + q z , z p ) 2 ≤ 1 4 − 3 2 τ p + C 2 4ρ 2 .
In particular, we can show that the above polynomial is bounded above by a quadratic whose coefficients are independent of all variables and whose leading coefficient is less than
where R has been taken sufficiently large relative to C. So, as above we may increase R to ensure the required inequality holds.
We call a sequence of balls in a metric space incremental if the radii are non-increasing and the centre of each ball is not an element any ball earlier in the sequence. In particular, each centre is only in one ball in the sequence. Proof. We mildly adapt a standard technique, see for example [Hoc10] or [dG75] . For the purposes of this proof we use ν to denote the right invariant Haar measure on H n .
Let C be the constant of the Besicovitch covering property and D be the constant for the metric doubling property of d. Furthermore, take m ∈ N large enough so that 2 m > R, with R as in Lemma 3.7. In particular, m depends only on the metric d. Let χ = CD m+2 + 1.
Let E be a finite subset of H n and U be a carpet covering E. By applying the BCP via, for example, proposition 2.1 of [Hoc10] we can find an incremental sequence U 1 , ..., U n of elements of U covering E. We assign colours 1, 2, ..., χ to the U i as follows. Colour U 1 as you like, assume we have coloured the U i for i ≤ k and consider U k+1 . Take r to be the radius of U k and h to be the centre of U k+1 , by assumption U k+1 ⊆ B r (h) and each U i with i ≤ k has radius at least r.
Let W be the collection of balls U 1 , ..., U k which are within distance r of U k+1 , and hence of B r (h), and let N = |W|. Each U ∈ W intersects nontrivially with B 2r (h), we may take p ′ from Lemma 3.7 to be a point in this intersection. We may assume that p ′ is on the boundary of U because the straight line from h to p ′ is contained by B 2r (h) (the balls are euclidean convex), p ′ ∈ U and h ∈ U (by incrementality) so the intermediate value theorem implies there is a point on the boundary of U inside B 2r (h). The Lemma 3.7 then ensures that either the radius of U is at most 2 m+1 r we can replace U with a ball of radius r centred in B 4r (h), call this new collection of balls W ′ . In particular, each ball in W ′ , which is also of size N , has radius at least r and is contained by the ball of radius 2 m+2 r about h. Therefore by the Besicovitch and metric doubling properties N ν(B r (0)) ≤ Cν(B 2 m+2 r (h)) ≤ CD m+2 ν(B r (h)) = CD m+2 ν(B r (0)) and so N ≤ CD m+2 . Since N ≤ χ − 1 we assign a colour U k which is different to all those within distance r of U k .
Once the colouring is complete, the collection V j of those balls coloured j is well separated precisely because of this property combined with the fact that the radii are decreasing.
This proposition completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
